



Key topics 

1) What is a preposition? 
2) Latin prepositions and how they appear  

a lot in English vocabulary 

Unit 8
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Recap workout

Time to train your brain! Complete as many of the exercises as 
you can in the time your teacher gives you. Don’t forget, you 
can use your mini-dictionaries to help you remember words 
from previous units.

d  i g i t  u s 

1. Nouns crossword

2. What do these sentences mean?
Can you translate these Latin sentences that contain new vocabulary you’ve just met 
earlier in this lesson? There are a few picture clues to help you.

1. dea in villa manet. …………………………….……………………………………

2. campum totum video. ……………………………………….…………………………

3. “equum ducis?” irate dicemus. ……………………………………….………………………….
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Recap workout

3. Verbs crossword

s
a
l
u
t
a
r
e

4. Fill in the blanks

Can you fill in the missing Latin word which is also underlined in English? The first one 
has been done to show you how.

1. I am taking care of the dirty sword.   gladium sordidum ………………….

2. Do you see the amazing stars?   stellas …………………. vides?

3. The witches are singing badly. …………………. male cantant.

4. The doctor greets the queen. medicus …………………. salutat.

5. We are cold! …………………. sumus!
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Prepositions

Circle the preposition in the English sentence. Then fill the blank in the Latin 
sentence with the correct Latin preposition from the box below. The first one has 
been done to show you how.

ubi est porcus? (Where is the pig?)
Can you draw a picture to illustrate where the pig is according to each Latin sentence? 

in in/on ad to e/ex from per through trans across

ante before/in 
front of

post
after/behind

super
above/beyond

sub
below/under

circum around

1. The horse runs to the queen. equus reginam currit.ad

2. The woman is in the shop. femina taberna est.

3. The wizard leads the horse around the field. magus equum campum ducit.

4. The witch stays under the water. maga aqua manet.

5. I stand behind the woman. femina sto.

6. We run through the house. villam currimus.

7. I see the doctor across the water. medicum aquam video.

porcus e villa currit. porcus per aquam currit.

porcus sub aqua est.porcus super villa est.
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Latin preposition roots in English

Can you add a Latin preposition to the partial English words below to make a 
complete word, then explain what it means? You can use a dictionary to help. The 
first one has been done to show you how.

Using your knowledge of Latin prefixes, what do you think the following underlined 
words mean? The first one has been done to show you how.

in in/on ad to e/ex out/from per through trans across

ante before/in 
front of

post
after/behind

super
above/beyond

sub
below/under

circum around

1. spexper

2. port

3. ference

4. human

5. poned

6. dued

A clear plastic material that 
you can see through

1. It is always important to adhere to the school rules.

2. The pregnant woman visited the hospital’s antenatal department.

3. I need to transfer my work to a different book.

4. The sailor had an ambition to circumnavigate the globe.

5. My uncle is an ex-army man. He now works as a plumber.

adhere = stick to
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The history of…

magnus = _____________
dicere = ___________
in =___________
ante = ____________
consumere = ___________
sub = ___________
irate = ____________
manere = ____________

Hannibal is the magnus leader of Qart Hadasht (or ‘Carthage’ as the Romans 
dicunt), a mighty land in North Africa. Like his father ante him, Hannibal thinks 
that Rome consumit too many lands in its quest for power. ‘We risk falling sub
Rome’s control,’ irate dicit. ‘I am not able manere in Carthage any longer. It’s 
vital ducere our troops to stop Rome!’

Fortiter he then ducit his army trans the Alps, the frigidus
mountain range separating Gaul from Italy. Cunningly, Hannibal 
does not attack Rome itself but instead captures many Italian 
cities et blocks an important supply route at Cannae.

Post an unstable peace treaty, the Romans finally defeat 
Hannibal at the Battle of Zama in 202 BCE. However, 
historians even today scribunt that Hannibal is one of 
Africa’s – et the world’s – optimi leaders.

Then dicit, ‘Habeo a mirum plan. Facimus a surprise 
attack on the malos Romans even closer to home. 
We won’t approach trans aquam, which the Romans 
will expect. If duco my forces by land, we’ll sneak into 
Italy sub the noses of our enemy. May the dei et deae
grant us an optimam victoriam!’

It is the year 218 BCE. 

Hannibal ducit his troops ex Carthage ad
Saguntum in Hispania (or ‘Spain’ as now 
dicimus). There he wins a totam victoriam
against the Spanish allies of Rome.

Hannibal collects forty mille soldiers, twelve mille equi et 38 magni
elephants for the expedition. Ducit his troops circum the ferocious 
Gauls, avoiding costly battle. 

Eventually, Hannibal ducit his army ex Italy when the 
Romans attack Carthage in revenge. 

ducere = _____________
e/ex = ___________
ad = ____________
in = ___________
totus/tota = ___________
victoria = ____________
habere = ____________
mirus/mira = __________

mille = _____________
equus = ___________
circum = ____________
fortiter = ___________
frigidus/frigida = __________
post = ____________
scribere = ____________

facere = _____________
malus/mala = ___________
trans = ____________
aqua = ___________
deus = ___________
et = ____________
dea = ____________
optimus/optima = __________
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Making millefiori

8.05a Making millefiori

1) Take about a third of three blocks of 
contrasting colour polymer clay.

2) Roll them out until they are about 3mm 
in diameter.

3) Cut each strand into four equal-length 
parts.

4) Bunch the strands to make a decorative 
pattern on the cross-section.

5) Carefully and gently roll the thick bunch 
of strands out until the ‘sausage’ is about 
35cm long. Be careful not to push too hard, 
as you don’t want the colours blending into 
one another.

6) Cut the clay strand into pieces about 
1cm long. You can do this with a table knife 
or, for a super-clean cut, with a piece of 
cotton. Wrap the cotton strand about 1cm 
from the end. Put the start of a knot in the 
cotton. Pull the two ends of the cotton to 
cut off the end of the strand.

7) Repeat until the whole polymer clay 
strand has been cut into 1cm pieces.

8) Take a piece of your sliced polymer clay 
and gently press down on it to flatten it 
into a disc. It should be about 2-3mm in 
thickness. Repeat with all the pieces of 
clay.

9) Line one hole of a baking tin (or a 
small plastic pot or paint tray) with 
cling film.

11) Put another piece of cling 
film over the top of the clay and 
gently smooth and press the 
bowl.

12) Remove the pot and carefully 
take off the cling film from the 
top and bottom.

10) Place the clay discs together in 
the tin to form a pot shape. Make 
sure there are no gaps.

13) Optional step: trim the top of 
the bowl to make the rim neat. 
However, if you prefer an irregular 
edge, just leave it.

14) Hand your creation to your 
teacher to bake. Polymer clay 
hardens when baked in the oven, 
and you will have a durable bowl.


